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18 October 1957

HIGH ALTITUDE OBSERVATORY
of ths

University of Colorado

Solar Research Memorandum No® 9®

Subject? Upper Level Readjustments in Long Wave Patterns 

By: Norman J» Macdonald and Walter Or-r Roberts

This memo is  stimulated, in part  ̂ by our reading of the technical memo 
by Haring and Salmela to the Director of GRD, "A Climatological Study of 
Wind and Temperature at 100, 50, and 25 mb over North America during the 
1956-57 Winter Season#" 3.)

One of the interesting things in this memorandum is the emphasis placed 
on the abrupt and large-scale changes to the top of the meteorological 
levels of the atmosphere that accompanied the "explosive warming" previously 
mentioned by Craig in a memo entitled "An sExplosive Warming9 at 25 mb in 
January 195?®” 2) This warming occurred just after the abrupt geomagnetic 
rise on the 21st of January 1957o

Kering and Salmela’ s memorandum points out that:

(1) The winter of 1956-57 was characterized by strong persistence 
of the circulation at high elevations until this "break'1 in 
late January.

(2) After the explosive warming, the temperature gradients with 
latitude and with height underwent a complete reversal of 
sign0 There was also a noticeable decrease in the wind speeds 
at high latitudes end at these high elevations*

We call attention to the fact that during December in 1956 and until 
January 21, 1957* the geomagnetic disturbance level was very low, even though 
there were abundant other evidences of solar activity, i 0e», the corona was 
strong, sunspots were numerous* During this 52-day period (1 December to 
20 January) there were only three occasions when fee index rose in one 
day by 12, and the upper value equalled or exceeded 23l Thus, only on three 
occasions did we have a rise of geomagnetic activity that mat the criterion
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for an abrupt increase in geomagnetic activity which we have used in an 
earlier work,, 3) The mean Aqjj for this period was only 9.8«, On the other 
handj there were seven such rises in the forty days after January 20th 
through the end of February 195?s and the average value of Aqjj was 20®5.

As we have mentioned in our earlier study the 21 January 1957 geo® 
magnetic rise was followed by a "textbook example” of the kind of la?tT« 
trough developments and circulation changes occurring h to 10 days after a 
geomagnetic rise<, This may5 of course, all be coincidence*, And# of course5 
a verbal statement by Bering that at 10 mb the heating preceded the geomag*, 
netic storm requires confirmation® If this is so? it  becones'H’ifficu lt to 
support our interpretation of the sequence of events,

A sequence of events this fa ll makes us think we have had a similar 
large-scale readjustment, and with a similar geomagnetic association. This, 
of course, may once again be coincidence, though i t  begins to look like a 
real connection,, A large-scale change of long-wave patterns occurred during 
the first week of September,, Meridional circulation reached a maximum over 
North America on the 12th and 13th of September (with snow here at Boulder)0 
The month of August had been a quiet one geomagnetically. A rise of geomag
netic disturbance, large enough to meet our criterion, occurred only once, 
and the average Â h ranged between 10 and 12® A big rise occurred on 
September 1st, and several have occurred since, and the average ACg level 
is materially higher* Thus, the geomagnetic history is quite similar to 
the December-January case.

United Air Lines operating data also indicate that a large circulation 
change occurred*

(1) United Air Lines computes least time tracks across the U.S.A, 
at the 250 mb level every day,

(2) August showed litt le  track variation, with about two tracks 
fitting the whole span of time.

(3) After the geomagnetic rise over the Labor Day week end, the 
route selection became much more variable. By 9 September, 
the tracks were exactly opposite to those of August (east- 
bound tracks in August became west-bound tracks in September, 
and vice-versa).

3) "A Possible Solar Effect on Wind Patterns at High Altitudes" by David 
Woodbridge, Norman Macdonald, and Theodore Pohrte, Technical Report No. li, 
ISTR, HAO—to be published.
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Changes in circulation above 1$0 mb may have happened also* and it  
would be most interesting to see what the detailed analysis of these levels 
revealedj and to see i f  an analysis like that of Hering and Salmela would 
reveal similar phenomena„

We should like to thank Mr, Henry Harrison of United Air Lines for the 
use of the unpublished data on the least time track calculations0
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